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Passion for the Sea. 
Italian yacht broker since 1986.
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Obi One
TRIMARINE |  17,50 mt | 8 (+1) guests
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Builder One Off Trimarine

Year 2009

Length 57’ 41” (17.50  mt)

Beam 30’ 18” (9.20  mt)

Draft 2.4  mt

Engine 2 x 75 HP Diesel

Cabins 4

Guests 8 (+1)

Crew 1

Cruising area West Med

Flag Italian

Max Speed 26 knots

*Price per week (August) 16.000 €  + APA

*Price per week (July) 14.000 € + APA

*Price per week (other months) 12.000 € + APA

OBI ONE  | FEATURES

*The charter price includes the captain only.
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DESCRIPTION
OBI ONE is a fast-cruising, ocean-going Trimarine 

57’ catamaran built for an experienced Italian 

owner. She boasts striking exteriors by French 

naval architects Lerouge Yacht Design, with an 

epoxy composite hull and a fiberglass 

carbon-reinforced superstructure. The rotating 

wing mast is a work of Lorima, the world leading 

company in the construction of masts for 

multihulls. 
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DESCRIPTION
Vismara Yacht Design created a contemporary yet 

simple interior with particular care to weight 

saving as a significant performance factor in this 

kind of vessels. Also the choice of leaving interior 

surfaces visible has been inspired by the same 

principle.

Obi One accommodates 8 (+1) guests in 4 cabins. 

Two double cabins are located aft, one double cabin 

with a third upper bed and one cabin with two 

pullman beds are located forward.

She has been built with quality and accuracy in 

mind both in the construction process and in the 

choice of navigation equipment. OBI ONE is RINA 

certified.
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PHOTO  GALLERY
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VIDEO 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BD195Cyfr7g


Contact us  for a real-time consultancy
+390118185211
corrado.dimajo@equinoxe.it
alessandro.ussi@equinoxe.it

 «For over 30 years we have the same mission: offering professional consultation to 
those seeking to sell, buy, build and charter a boat.»

Equinoxe s.r.l.

Via dei Mille, 18 

10123 Torino, Italy

www.equinoxeyachts.com

www.facebook.com/equinoxeyachts/
www.instagram.com/equinoxeyachts/
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